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Abstract. Increased population, the rapid growth of vehicles owned, and quick land-use shifts have resulted in an abnormal rise in trips generated and directed to and from the activities area; the occurrence of traffic congestion in different segments of the transportation network leads to extended travel time, resulting in inconvenience and discontent among individuals. It has become necessary to provide alternative transportation systems, as city residents need faster, safer, and more comfortable transportation systems. This study aims to evaluate current public transport in Najaf city and propose a bus line based on international standards as an alternative transport means in Al-Najaf city and its effectiveness. Sustainable performance indicators were evaluated based on previous studies, such as traffic congestion, travel time, sustainability, and reliability. Where Traffic flow rates indicate high congestion streets, as flow rates reached 6228 (Veh. /hr.) at Karbala-Najaf Street. The more increase in flow rates the more defect in the network, and the journey time increases reached 30 minutes at Kufa-Najaf Street (8.5) km. The data of traffic mix from most of urban roads have been determined. The results of studies stated that Public transport in the city of Najaf are generally represented by several routes starting from the Najaf internal garage and passing through small buses. These routes do not cover the entire city and the actual need for people. The percentage of transport buses and minibuses is about 0.8% and 10%, respectively. The public transport in the city is not managed by any policies and has no schedule times for travels with no considerations for passengers’ comfort which indicate that public transport sector in the city Najaf is significantly poor.

1 Introduction

The ever-increasing road traffic generates a negative impact on the well-being of societies. Despite the peak-car phenomenon, Goodwin (2012) pointed out that traffic growth can still exist in most countries and cities. Since 2010, the increasing traffic demand has been identified as one of the top challenges faced by the civil engineering community (Becerik-Gerber et al., 2013). Negative consequences of high-level traffic demand include traffic congestion, journey time delay, energy consumption rise and pollution emission. There are different types of transport available to use, the type of transportation will depend on the purpose of travelling, length of travel and cost travel. There were several research identified the influence factors on the selection between private vehicles and public transport of residents’ mode choice. For example (Bolger et al., 1995) (Kwon, 2001), (O’Flaherty, 1997) and (Niblett & Palmer, 1993) found that saving travel time and travel costs were important factors in choosing car or the public transport system.

Urban public transportation is usually characterized by a wide scope in terms of city infrastructure and number of passengers, especially the bus system, which is one of the most important urban transportation systems. In most cases, buses have a shared right of way with other vehicular traffic (Song, 2023). This study aims to evaluate the performance indicators of the existing traffic and public transportation network in the holy city of Najaf.

2 Public Transportation

Public transportation is one of the most vitally sustainable modes providing of travel. Its consists of regularly scheduled vehicle trips, open to all paying passengers, with the capacity to carry multiple passengers whose trips may have different origins, destination, and purposes (Walker, 2012). The correct planning and management of a public transport system is the key to offering potential users a mode of transport which can be competitive with the private motor car. Sufficiently attractive overall journey times must be offered to attract travelers from other modes of transport, thereby reducing traffic congestion and obtaining derived benefits like road safety and lower atmospheric and noise pollution (Ibeas et al., 2009).

Important factors affecting public transportation which are (Zhang, 2014):
Travel time: At the University at Albany, 42% of students and faculty refused public transportation because of longer travel time, distance to station is one of the motivations to use public transit if the tolerable walking distance to a bus station is between 0.25 and 0.3 miles, personal safety, frequent Service: in some areas, people required more frequent services such as bus service each 15min rather than 30min and bus environment, station environment and facilities.

3 Public Transportation modes

Public transit is a form of transportation that involves moving many of people at once. It is distinguished by great speed, high passenger capacity, and low fees when compared to other forms of transportation (Wirasinghe, S. C. et al, 2013). It frequently operates on confined routes or makes a distinct, specific use of a feasible general route with designated stopping spots (Feng et al, 2019). This type of transportation infrastructure is vitally important in emerging nations to handle the growing population.

3.1 Paratransit

All forms of public and private mass transit that fall between driving your own car and using a traditional, fixed-route, fixed-schedule bus or train are included. Carpools and vanpools (shared ride modes), limousines, charter buses, shuttle buses, exclusive and shared-ride taxicabs, and bus transportation operating on flexible routes and flexible schedules in response to individual requests for service—the latter of which is referred to as “demand-responsive” or “dial-a-ride” services—are all included in the broad definition. Traditional exclusive-ride taxi services, though they are not shared-ride services, are frequently referred to as paratransit services due to the operational similarities between them and other demand-responsive services as well as the fact that historically they have catered to older and disabled customers—markets that other paratransit has historically catered to. Others have been added by some authors (Rosemary et al, 2009).

3.2 Train and Tram

Rail transport consists of moving goods or passengers using railroads or railways. Railroads provide the most energy efficient and cost-effective transportation services over land, compared to vehicles on paved roads, railcars make much less friction when moving over rails. As a result, trains typically use less energy than road vehicles to transport a given tonnage of freight or a given number of passengers over a given distance. Nevertheless, rail is still a capital-intensive means of transport (Janic, 2014). The Tram is a comfortable, environmentally friendly, accessible, quick and safe mode of transport. It can carry up to 200 passengers or more (Tram, 2017). It is also from direct access and no need for stairs and connection corridors. If the Tram stations distribute well it helps more in transitions between urban transportation (Tram) with high speed transportation or transportation out of the cities (train stations).

3.3 Light Rail Transit

The capacity and speed of light rail, also known as light rail transit, are often higher than those of traditional street-running tram systems but generally lower than those of heavy rail and metro systems (Yan et al., 2012). The term is widely used to characterize rail systems with rapid transit aspects that typically use electric rail cars and run mostly in private rights of way that are isolated from other traffic, while they occasionally, if required, mix with other traffic in downtown streets.

3.4 Bus system

A bus system is an important transport mode in an integrated multi-modal transport system. Buses can make more efficient use of road space compared to private vehicles in terms of the number of passengers conveyed over a unit length of road. Economically, supporting buses increases the attractiveness of bus travel relative to car travel, which in turn helps alleviate congestion, including for those still in the car. Environmentally, the increased attractiveness of bus travel relative to car travel helps reduce pollution. Socially, the existence of a bus service increases the accessibility of non-car owners to social services and employment opportunities”(DfT, 2012b). Compared to rail transit, buses are labor-intensive and have no economy of scale: on heavily traveled lines for every additional 40-120 passengers, one bus and one driver must be added to service. (Vukan R. Vuchic, 2002).

4 Bus Characteristics

4.1 Bus capacity

Conventional buses, carrying up to 80 passengers each, can carry up to about 15,000 passengers per hour, unless there is severe traffic congestion, and more if there are exclusive bus lanes. Bus capacity is affected by vehicle type, loading area performance, and dwell time of the bus vehicle. Each bus requires a certain amount of service time at stops that varies with the number of boarding and alighting passengers, door configuration, and fare collection method. The minimum safe spacing between buses in motion and the number of loading areas available at any stop also influence the total number of buses and persons that a
given facility can carry. The total passenger flow rate varies with bus capacity and the trade-off between seated capacity and standees. The largest number of seats and lowest number of standees should occur on longer suburban bus routes or on intercity bus routes where higher levels of comfort are essential. A typical 14-m urban transit bus can normally seat 43 passengers and carry up to 37 standees if the aisle circulation space is filled. Similarly, an 18-m articulated bus can carry 65 seated passengers and 55 standees. However, bus operator policy often limits the number of standees to levels below this theoretical capacity (HCM2000).

4.2 Types of Bus

4.2.1 Conventional Bus

Although conventional buses may vary in their design, internal layout and seating capacity, there are legal limits for their sizes. For example, in the UK: maximum length of 12 m and maximum width of 2.5 m (O’Flaherty, 1997). Bus vehicles typically take one of four forms.

1. Standard single-deckers (typically, 10-12m length and 50 seating capacity);
2. Double-deckers (typically 10m long and 75 seating capacity);
3. Articulated single-decker vehicles (length of around 16 m and a high proportion of standees to give a capacity of over 100 passengers); and
4. Minibuses (length of up to 7 m and a seating capacity from 16 to 20 passengers).

4.2.2 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

It could be defined as a rapid mean of public transportation that utilizes a rubber-tired vehicle to transform passengers from station to another one within a network of bus lanes that make up a system using technologies such as: dedicated running ways uniquely designed bus stations, improved method of fare collection, and distinctive system branding (Ulloa, 2015). The characteristics of advanced BRT systems are intelligent Transportation System (ITS), queue jumps, electric/hybrid vehicles, and high-frequency service. BRT system is less expensive and easier to implement than light rail system. The average cost per mil for BRT is $13.5 million; whereas for light rail is $34.8 million (Ulloa, 2015). Moreover, this cost mainly relays on the location of the bus route, right-of-way, construction of station structures, etc. In spite of BRT being less popular than other transport systems, it is slowly gaining interest in the United States. There were 66 BRT bus routes operating in the United States during 2012 (Zhang, 2014). As of 2013, there are 130 BRT systems worldwide (Suzuki, 2013). A lot of studies found that property values close to BRT stations were higher than those were farther away.

Characteristics of BRT

BRT is, different from regular bus services, it has many distinguishing characteristics. According to (Lee, 2007), the main characteristics of BRT systems include the following:

- Dedicated (bus-only) running ways
- Accessible, safe, secure, and attractive stations
- Easy-to-board attractive, and environmentally friendly vehicles
- Efficient fare collection
- ITS applications to provide real-time passenger information, signal priority, and service command/control
- Frequent, all-day service
- Distinctive system identity, these characteristics enable BRT to resolve the challenges of current public transportation to a certain degree.

BRT vehicles, which have better facilities than regular buses, are typically large capacity and stylized vehicles with low-floor boarding and different degrees of ITS integration, such as Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL), Traffic Signal Priority (TSP), Automatic Passenger Count (APC), next-stop.

4.3 Bus Lanes

For the purpose of determining capacity, a bus lane is any lane on a roadway in which buses operate. It may be used exclusively by buses, or it may be shared with other traffic (HCM2000).
4.3.1 Bus Lane type

There are three types of bus:
1. Type 1 bus lanes have no use of the adjacent lane.
2. bus lanes have partial use of the adjacent lane, which is shared with other traffic.
3. bus lanes provide for exclusive use of two lanes by buses.

The curb lane of Types 1 and 2 lanes may or may not be shared with other traffic. When the lane is primarily for mixed traffic, typically there is no formal designation of a bus lane either with signing or with pavement markings. The greater the degree of exclusivity of the bus lane and the greater the number of lanes available for buses to maneuver, the greater the bus lane capacity (HCM2000).

The vast majority of buses operate on regular streets. Being in mixed traffic, their speed and reliability of service depend on traffic conditions. Their average speed is lower than average speed of cars because they stop to pick up and drop off passengers. Buses are therefore not very competitive with car travel in the same corridor with respect to speed and reliability. Their advantage is much lower cost and convenience of not having to drive and park. (Vuchic, 2002).

To make buses more efficient and attractive to passengers, bus preferential measures can be introduced. These include the following:

- **Preferential signals**: buses in a separate approach lane at intersections get the green signal before other lanes, so that they can proceed through the intersection ahead of other traffic.
- **Alternating stop locations** at near- and far-side of intersections (before or after cross street) so that buses clearing one intersection on green signal use the green at the following intersection before they make the next stop. Also, spacings between bus stops should typically be about 250-400 m.
- **Exclusive bus lanes**, which may be curb lanes or lanes in the median. This is the most significant improvement measure because it makes buses independent of traffic conditions on the same street.
- **Buses on high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes or roadways** are used when bus lines with frequent service follow freeway alignment for a rather long distance. HOV facilities usually have traffic control that prevents congestion, but they do not provide the image of an exclusive, independent transit facility.

4.4 A loading area, or bus berth is a space for buses to stop to pick up and discharge passengers. Bus stops contain one or more loading areas. The most common form of loading area is a linear bus stop along a street curb. In this case, loading areas either can be provided in the travel lane (on-line), so that following buses cannot pass the stopped bus; or they can be pullouts out of the travel lane (off-line) so that following buses may pass. Figure 2 depicts these two types of loading areas (HCM, 2000).

![Fig. 2. Type of loading area (HCM2000)](image)

4.5 Bus Stops

A bus stop is an area where one or more buses load and unload passengers. It consists of one or more loading areas. Bus stop capacity is related to the capacity of the individual loading areas at the stop, loading area design (linear or nonlinear), (HCM2000). The location of bus stops is an urgent task of both public network design and urban planning. The objectives of the design of bus stops are: ensuring the effective functioning of the route network of urban public passenger transport; formation of multimodal environment of city streets, providing a balance of interests of all users of street space (pedestrians, cyclists and users of means of individual mobility, urban public passenger transport, road transport (Mikhailov et.al, 2023).

Koshy and Arasan (2005) developed a microsimulation model to analyze the effect of bus stops on heterogeneous traffic flow. They validated the model using traffic data collected at bus stops and bus bays. The results appeared at the dock station and the bus bay on a 7.5-meter-wide road, where the numbers show reduction of average speed with increasing flow at various bus dwell times which is the defined duration of time of the transit vehicle stopped for serving passengers. It includes the total passenger boarding and alighting times and the time needed for the bus to open and close doors (HCM2000). Influence of bus bays on other vehicular traffic is observed to be less when compared to curbside stops.

4.6 A bus station

A bus station or a bus interchange is a structure where city or intercity buses stop to pick up and drop off passengers. While the term bus depot can also be used to refer to a bus station, it generally refers to a bus garage. A bus station is larger than a bus stop,
which is usually simply a place on the roadside, where buses can stop. It intended as a terminal station for a number of routes, or as a transfer station where the routes continue. Elements of bus station are route of buses, bus stop, catchment area, topography, real time information, safety and security, amount of money paid, vehicles, passengers, and service. This element will affect the quantity and quality of bus service in any city.

The objectives of the design of bus stops are ensuring the effective functioning of the route network of urban public passenger transport; formation of multimodal environment of city streets, providing a balance of interests of all users of street space (pedestrians, cyclists and users of means of individual mobility, urban public passenger transport, road transport) and the formation of the streetscape design (Ahmed, 2016).

4.6.1 The main objective

4.6.1.1 Distance between bus station and demand

This variable is very important for making people using public transportation, so that maximum walking distance is 500 meters (1640 feet) in the daytime (Monday-Saturday) and 1000 meters (3280 feet) for all other periods. The objective of this standard is to provide service to approximately 90 percent of the urban area (John Wiley & Sons 2006). Their findings in the latter case yielded optimal stop spacing distances of 600 meters for the small city case and 800 meters for the large city case. These distances were about twice times as great as the observed distances in selected systems in the Netherlands and other western European cities (Journal of the Transportation Research Board, 2006).

4.6.1.2 Cost of constructing station: It is necessary to choose the minimum number of bus station because of this cost its high where some time active price doesn’t enough to constructing bus station (Ahmed, 2016).

4.6.1.3 Travel time: Travel time consists form walking time, waiting time, and on-board time. One of the goals to improve TP travel time that is minimum, so that it is necessary to choose a good location to bus station to become walking time which is minimum and with good efficiency, it reduces waiting time, and on-board time, it depends on network (Ahmed, 2016).

4.6.2 Performance indicators

4.6.2.1 The sustainability

Reducing traffic improves the sustainability of transportation has become important policy in recent decades. Most of the developed countries have realized that building more roads for an unrelenting growth of vehicles is not a solution for the problems like congestion and pollution. Public transportation patronage in many developed countries with adequate public transportation systems remain low (Ahmed, 2016).

Although public transportation is considered effective at reducing the external cost of driving private vehicles, many urbanizes do not use public transportation, so that the number of private vehicles grows worldwide, as well as air pollution and traffic congestion, which typically constrain economic development. To achieve transportation sustainability and continued economic development, the dependency on private vehicles must be decreased by increasing public transportation usage C.-H. (2015) Public transportation networks are deemed crucial to the sustainability of metropolitan regions for a variety of social, environmental, and economic reasons, such as ensuring access to activities and services, reducing traffic congestion, increasing productivity, and lowering carbon emissions. Daniels, R., & Mulley, C. (2013).

Table 1. shows the literature review on bus service Sustainability and the most important results obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xu, X</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Measure and evaluate network vulnerabilities</td>
<td>Network vulnerabilities were classified as connectivity vulnerability, accessibility vulnerability, and capacity vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirne et al.,</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Accessibility of bus services for the visually impaired</td>
<td>Developing a system that helps the visually impaired navigate and benefit from the bus service smoothly by using the bus station unit to announce and alert the visually impaired about the time of bus arrival and departure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al.,</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Improving network sustainability setting up bus lanes at intersections</td>
<td>setting bus lanes at intersections improve bus speed and shorten travel time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szlassy et al.,</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Sustainability of charging electric buses</td>
<td>Developing the infrastructure of the electric bus network by improving dynamic charging methods at bus stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czapla and Sierpi</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Sustainability of charging electric buses</td>
<td>developed method for estimating the energy consumption of electric buses The method can also be used to choose the right electric bus model bus routes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.6.3 The reliability

The reliability of public transport systems is considered critical by public transport users, operators and governments. Lack of reliability in public transport leads to uncertainty and delays which exacerbate anxiety and discomfort for passengers and increase costs due to lost miles and reduced fleet utilization for operators. Reliability, as a measure of service quality, is related to the operational characteristics of the public transportation system. On the other hand, passenger waiting time is more sensitive to schedule reliability than service frequency. Many factors contribute to bus unreliability: day-to-day and within-day variability in traffic flow and congestion levels cause delays and make prediction of bus journey time uncertain, excess passenger demand causes longer dwell time at bus stops; buses do not always run-on schedule, or appear in bunches; operators have insufficient spare capacity to cover for service breakdowns, etc. (Sterman & Schofer, 1976; Abkowitz & Tozzi, 1987.

A bus system, especially in an urban transport network, experiences perturbations of a relatively high level. As referred to by Strathman et al., (2000), Woodhull, (1987) categorized these perturbations as endogenous and exogenous. Endogenous perturbations arise within the bus transit system such as passenger loading, route configurations, bus schedule and driver operation. Exogenous perturbations are related to the external environment where buses are located, such as their surrounding traffic conditions, road accidents, signalized junctions, and so on. Schramm et al., (2010) ranked the impact of various perturbations on bus service unreliability and concluded that road traffic conditions between bus stops and passenger boarding at bus stops are closely related to bus service reliability.

A reliable bus service can attract more passengers and meet their satisfaction (Boyle, 2006; Hensher et. al., 2003; Hollander,2006). If more people take public vehicles which are more efficient in terms of the number of carried passengers per unit of road space, the total traffic demand for the transport network can be relieved through the modal shift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chen et. al.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>The reliability indicators include deviation of journey times</td>
<td>The discrepancy between actual bus arrival times and pre-dened times it leads to unreliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perk et. al.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>The proposed an inter-vehicle communication scheme to achieve a planned direct transfer. Two operational tactics were employed by using real-time information: speed control and holding at transfer point, of which speed control resembles schedule recovery behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et. al.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Develop a dynamic model to predict bus arrival time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et. al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu and Sinha</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>The use of a dynamic microsimulation model framework includes the impact of headway on reliability</td>
<td>clear correlation between headway regularity and passenger wait time delays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollander and. Liu</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Passenger ratings about reliability</td>
<td>passengers value travel time reliability four times higher than they do to average travel time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-Dirk Schmöcker et. al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>The effect of the bus bunching phenomenon on the headway of the bus</td>
<td>At downstream stops the effect is emphasized as the (small) delay to the first vehicle and the (slight) early arrival of the second vehicle result in increasingly longer dwell times for the first bus and increasingly shorter dwell times for the second bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et. al.</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>The effect of bus driver behavior on bus holding control strategies</td>
<td>the effect of schedule recovery. The recovery time is proportional to the arriving delay time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akumu Mary</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Traveller Mobile application</td>
<td>this feature is implemented and users are now able to search book and reserve seats by filling in the booking form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.7 Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion is a condition in transport that is characterized by slower speeds, longer trip times, and increased vehicular queueing. Traffic congestion on urban road networks has increased substantially since the 1950s (Caves, R. W.2004). When traffic demand is great enough that the interaction between vehicles slows the traffic stream, this results in congestion. While congestion is a possibility for any mode of transportation. As demand approaches the capacity of a road (or of the intersections along the road), extreme traffic congestion sets in. When vehicles are fully stopped for periods of time, this is known as a traffic jam (Arne2020). Most cities are now taking serious steps to manage and control congested traffic (Gao et al., 2016). Congestion mostly appears when so many vehicles try to use a common transportation infrastructure and service points with a limited capacity, which leads to worse use of existing infrastructure and, as a result, contributes to an increase in traffic congestion that leads to more destruction of infrastructure and so forth (Alharbi, 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fernandez and Planzer</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Identify bottlenecks</td>
<td>Bus stops are major bottlenecks for busy bus systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao and Zhou</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>The priority for bus</td>
<td>design the exclusive bus lane at the exit can be dynamically used for the left turn buses and the opposing through buses during the various periods of a signal cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Song et. al., 2020 flow control proposed the determination method of dynamic lane clear distance and lane control flow based on the dissipation process of queue at intersection

Bigirimana1 et. al., 2023 bus stops performance The dependences of the characteristics of the functioning of bus stops as a function of public transport traffic volume, the number of bus routes, as well as the characteristics of the signalized intersections

Xie et. al., 2023 Bottlenecks problem presents a dynamic optimal setting and associated control for intermittent bus lane modelling method to the promotion of bus priority concept

Hu et. al., 2023 overtaking policies develops simulation models for estimating bus-stop capacities under a large range of overtaking regulation policies and operating conditions

4.8 Travel Time

The time necessary to travel between two points of interest is known as travel time. It is a key indicator of the health of the transportation system and has far-reaching implications for society (Carrion and Levinson, 2012; Zheng et al., 2018). Although there are some differences between modes of transportation, this definition is universal and can be applied to any mode or combination of modes (Carrion and Levinson, 2012). There is a negative correlation between travel time variability and travel speed (the variability of travel times increases as the mean travel speed declines) (Fredriksson et al., 2023). Travel time is composed of running time, or time in which the mode of transport is in motion, and stopped delay time, or time in which the mode of transportation is stopped (or moving sufficiently slow as to be stopped, i.e., typically less than 5 kph, or 5 mph) (Turner et al., 1998). Travel time and delay data is perhaps the most critical data used to evaluate and enhance road capacity, such as traffic signal optimization and incident management on freeways and arterials (Li, 2013). As a response to this demand, public transportation operates along with municipalities and software engineers creating a variety of programs called trip planners that have the main purpose to inform passengers about: arriving time, routes, prices, distances, points of interest, location, connections with other means of transportation, the number of transfers and other information. Stanescu, P. et al 2014.

Table 4. shows the literature review on bus service Traveltime and the most important results obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilachowski</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Dynamical bunching problem</td>
<td>proposed to use GPS data to counteract directly the cause of the bunching by allowing the buses to cooperate with each other and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daganzo and Pilachowski</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Dynamical holding problem</td>
<td>Proposed an adaptive bus control scheme based on a two-way bus-to-bus cooperation, where a bus adjusts its speed to both its front and rear headways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreira-Matias et.al,</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>sources triggering bunching</td>
<td>integrated the bus bunching prediction model into a real-time framework to mitigate bus bunching, of which the prediction output is used to select and employ corrective actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et. al,</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Study Varieties of holding control</td>
<td>including schedule-based control, headway-based control, and optimization-based control.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 The Study Area

AL-Najaf is a city in central Iraq about 160 km (99 mi) south of Baghdad. It is widely considered among the holiest cities of Shia Islam and one of its spiritual capitals, whilst also remaining the center of Shia political power in Iraq. It is reputedly the burial place of Muhammad's son in law and cousin, Imam ‘Ali ibn Abi Tālib. It is also the location of the largest cemetery in the world, Wadi-us-Salaam, of one of the most important seminaries in the Shi’i Islamic world, and a major pilgrimage destination for Shia Muslims. The holy city of AL-Najaf is one of the most famous cities in the Islamic world because of its religious character. Therefore, the city witnessed an increase in the number of visitors throughout the year, in addition to the economic boom that swept the city. All this led to an increase in the number of daily trips and an increase in the flow of traffic due to the religious and economic importance for the city. During its history, AL-Najaf city has two types of urban growth: one is arbitrary (unplanned) and the second is planned (1976-2000). The first one makes the city suffering from arbitrary in distribution which led in narrowing the extension in the area and unbalanced in functional performance; Whereas, the second one was more realistic with
the city conditions and urban environmental (Fuad, 2011). However, after 2003, the illegal use of the land, extension, changing the building and their functions lead to unplanned growth and this has negative effects on the city. The population density was not considered with urban functions. It seems to be as one residential sector and other land uses are distributed in different sides of the city. This affects the land use within the master plan and has bad influence on the transportation planning (Fuad, 2011).

Fig. 3. Site of the city of Najaf, Iraq

6 Previous studies

The city of Najaf has one central station, which relies on vans belonging to individuals and not the government. Note that the roads leading vehicles to residential areas are not part of the government transportation planning, but according to the drivers’ assessment, the roads, in their opinion, are not based on engineering principles, and therefore they have many problems. There is no scheduled time, on random trips passengers may have to leave for the station and go take a taxi because there is no trip to the area in question. This is regarding moving the station to the house, but the most difficult thing about it is the reverse movement of the house towards the station, as there is no specific time or station to the city center, (Ahmed, 2016). Studied public transportation and smart transportation system in the Najaf city and the study showed that traffic direction starting from the Najaf city road towards the city of Kufa suffers from austere congestion by 95% percent additionally to other main road in the city. And the cause for this is large trips upcoming to divers’ destination for instance (hospital, universities, school, courts, and etc.) Distributed along the way without the use modern transport, as time tabled buses, rapid transit (BRT) buses trams or light rails. (AL- Jameel, 2017). Khalaf, 2023 studied traffic mixing on the main roads of the numbered (1-16) city of Najaf. As shown in Table (5) and Figure (4), the study showed that traffic mixing means the diversity of different types of vehicles on the roads, such as private cars, taxis, minibuses, trucks, and engines. Table (6) represents the percentage of buses on the main roads in the city of Najaf, which is about 0.8%, which indicates the significant weakness of the public transportation sector in the study area. In particular, a high proportion of buses were owned by private travel companies. The travel duration in the study area was high, especially when using public transportation (minibuses), which amounted to 30 minutes on the Kufa-Najaf Street, and 65 minutes on the Kufa-Najaf Street. Najaf. Najaf Street, Al-Mishkhab. With one-way travel measurements (Abdullah, 2023).

Table 5. Street names for the urban road network in the city of Najaf.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name Of Street</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Matar Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Najaf-Kufa Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Al-Hizam Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>North Garage Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Al-Zaytoon Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Al-Hawliy Matar Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Najaf – Karbala Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Al-Kafeel University Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Al-Mujamaat Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Qanbar Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ring Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Salam Gamiha Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Salam Carrie Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ghadeer-Furat Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ghadeer-Karamah Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Al-Iskan Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Percentage of buses on streets in the city of Najafy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Street name</th>
<th>Bus volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Matar (Airport) street</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Al-Najaf-Kufa Street</td>
<td>3.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Al-Hizam Street</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>North Garage Street</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Al-Zaytoon Street</td>
<td>0.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Al-Hawlli Matar Street</td>
<td>0.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Najaf – Karbala Street</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Al-Kafeel University Street</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Al-Majamaat Street</td>
<td>0.25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Qanbar Complex Street</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ring Road</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Al-Salam-Gam a street</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Al-Salam Garri street</td>
<td>0.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Al-Gadeer - Furat street</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Al-Gadeer - Karama street</td>
<td>0.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Al-Iskan Street</td>
<td>0.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing public transport routes public transport forms in the city of Najaf represented generally by several routes start from Al-Najaf internal garage runs by minibuses, these routes don't cover the entire city and the actual need for people transit as shown in Figure (5) (Khalaf, 2023).

Table 7. Existing public transport routes in Al-Najaf city (Khalaf, 2023)
7 The Proposed BUS lanes in Al-Najaf city

A bus system is an important transport mode in an integrated multi-modal transport system. Buses can make more efficient use of road space compared to private vehicles in terms of the number of passengers conveyed over a unit length of road. The proposed bus lines include all neighborhoods and residential complexes with scheduled lines that end at typical stations as shown in the Figure (6).

8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The transportation system in the city of Najaf suffers from severe congestion of 95%, especially on arterial roads, and the journey time increases reached 30 minutes at Kufa-Najaf Street (8.5 km), 65 minutes at Najaf-Mishkhab Street (40 km) with one way travel measurements.

2. The absence of planning from specialists of public transportation, Sustainability and reliability are not achieved within city adopt 65% on private vehicles and there is a special transportation system that doesn’t have minimum international standards of so-called transportation system.
3. The forms of public transportation in the city of Najaf are generally represented by several routes starting from the internal Najaf garage and passing through small buses the public transport sector is represented by about 10% and 0.8% of minibuses and buses respectively, which have no time schedule and are without fixed routes except the Najaf internal garage. These routes do not cover the entire city and the actual need for people to cross, as the percentage of serviced routes is approximately 27% of the networks.

4. The bus system strategy offers a lot of benefits for utilizing current infrastructure to enhance transit.
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